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ABSTRACT

MIAMI: A GRAPHICAL INTERFACE WEB-TOOL FOR INTEGRATED MIRNAMRNA INTERACTION ANALYSES IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER
Jaimin Patel, M.S.
George Mason University, 2012
Thesis Director: Dr. Dan Cox

This thesis describes the design and implementation of a web-based tool –
MIAMI (miRNA and mRNA integrated analysis) – that enables integrative analysis of
target predictions, miRNA and gene expression data. MIAMI is divided into two parts:
the query section and the analysis section. The query section allows the user to retrieve
and browse updated miRNA-mRNA pairs predicted using a number of different
computational algorithms such as PITA, miRanda and Target Scan as well as Boolean
combinations of these algorithms. The analysis section comprises a multi-step procedure
for (i) performing various statistical analyses of mRNA and miRNA expression data;
(ii) visualization of networks of the highest confidence miRNA and mRNA interactions
and; (iii) retrieval of gene, miRNA and disease-specific information available in several
public databases via scientific literature text-mining.

INTRODUCTION

Messenger RNA (mRNA) plays a major role in transferring genetic information
from DNA to the protein level. As such, regulation of mRNA levels for a given gene can
result in significant changes in protein levels. Post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS)
is one important mechanism by which gene regulation occurs and small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs) and micro RNAs (miRNAs) are critical mediators of PTGS.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of short, non-coding RNAs controlling the
expression levels of their target genes (1, 17, 18). At the molecular level, they exert their
function in eukaryotic cells by binding with either perfect base pairing complementary,
resulting in mRNA degradation, or alternatively via imperfect base pairing, resulting in
target mRNA translational inhibition, to target sites in the 3‟ UTR of target mRNAs (2).
Given that miRNAs can have multiple targets and that each proteincoding gene can be
targeted by multiple miRNAs, it has been suggested that more than one third of human
genes may be regulated by miRNAs (19).
In 2003, it was demonstrated that the Drosophila melanogaster miRNA gene,
bantam, targets and negatively regulates the pro-apoptotic gene head involution defective
(hid) (20). Using genetic approaches, other miRNA targets had been discovered in
Caenorhabditis elegans, however hid was the first target identified by performing a
genome-wide, sequence-based bioinformatic screen for targets of a miRNA. Several
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other groups published target predictions in Drosophila melanogaster and vertebrates.
These methods were based on (i) a very limited set of experimentally 3 identified likely
target sites for very few miRNAs (roughly 20 sites in C. elegans for two miRNAs, all
located in the 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) of mRNAs); (ii) the initial observation of
Dr. Eric Lai that known post-transcriptional regulatory motifs in 3′ UTRs, such as the Kbox, are perfectly complementary to the 5′ end of select Drosophila miRNAs; and (iii)
various in vitro experiments, including the result that the multiplicity of sites in a 3′ UTR
seemed to exponentially boost the efficacy of target repression (20). All methods scored
not only complementarily of the miRNA to the target site, but also evaluated the
predicted free energy of the miRNA/mRNA duplex.
However, it was recognized that the most significant contribution to target
recognition seemed to come from short stretches (6–8 bp) of consecutive, perfect
Watson-Crick miRNA-mRNA complementarily. Using elegant bioinformatics methods,
it was found that these perfect matches are typically located in the 5′ end of the miRNA
The term „nucleus‟ or „seed sequence‟ was used for the 6- to 8-bp consecutive perfect
(Watson-Crick) base pairings between miRNA and target site that were found to be the
key component of target recognition and were often located in the 5′ end of the miRNA
genes. It was also put forward that these „nuclei‟ were initiating a rapid zip up of the
miRNA/mRNA duplex to overcome thermal diffusion, followed by a stabilizing
thermodynamic step of further annealing of the miRNA to the target site. This result
indicated that the free energy of the entire miRNA/mRNA duplex is generally a poor
predictor for miRNA target sites.
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To date, 21,264 distinct miRNAs have been identified from various organisms
and their sequences have been archived and are accessible at the miRBase website
(http://www.mirbase.org/). Currently, this database contains 233 from C. elegans, 186
from D. melanogaster, 717 from Mus musculus, and ~1100 from Homo sapiens. A
survey of the current computational approaches applied to predict miRNA targets
revealed the following platforms: (i) algorithms based on sequence search similarity,
possibly considering target site evolutionary conservation [miRanda (11), TargetScan
(12) and PicTar (5)] and (ii) algorithms based on thermodynamic stability of the RNA–
RNA duplex, considering free energy minimization [RNAhybrid (6) and PITA (10)].
However, all available software is plagued by a significant fraction of false positives. For
each miRNA, target genes are selected on the basis of three properties: (i) sequence
similarity - miRanda (11), (ii) sequence similarity with conservation - TargetScan (12)
and (iii) sequence similarity with free energy minimization - PITA (10). Application to
the D. melanogaster, Drosophila pseudoobscura and Anopheles gambiae genomes
identified several hundred target genes potentially regulated by one or more known
miRNAs.
Target Prediction tools; use a number of algorithms and statistical techniques to
predict the targets. However, these processes are not readily understood by experimental
biologists. Moreover, integrative analysis of miRNA and gene expression profiles is
complicated by the many-to-many relationships and also target annotations [3].
Recently, two web-based tools – mirGator (21) and the DIANA-microT (22) web
server, have emerged that can be used for obtaining information on biological processes,
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functions, and Other informatics resources include 5 MirZ (23) which integrates the
smiRNAdb miRNA expression atlas – (small mammalian RNA library sequencing), and
the ElMMo miRNA target prediction algorithm. Another tool, MMIA (miRNA and
mRNA integrated analysis) (24), integrates miRNA and mRNA data using significantly
up-regulated and down-regulated data. Another widely used tool for human analyses is
MAGIA (miRNA and genes integrated analysis) (25), which integrates target predictions
and gene expression profiles (miRNA and mRNA) using different relatedness measures
either for matched or un-matched gene expression profiles, miRNA–Mrna bipartite
networks reconstruction, gene functional enrichment analyses and pathway annotations
for results browsing. Currently, however, there is no existing tools to conduct integrated
analyses of miRNA-mRNA interactions for Drosophila necessitating the development of
a destination web tool for researchers working in investigations of post transcriptional
regulatory networks for the Drosophila genome.
Here we present MIAMI (miRNA and mRNA integrated analysis), a novel web
tool for Drosophila that is based in large part on the MAGIA platform and performs two
types of functions: query and analysis. The query part allows users to search for target
prediction through various target prediction algorithms. The analysis part performs
statistical analyses of the expression data using different statistical methods and generates
miRNA-mRNA visualization networks.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Design Goals and developmental approach
The MIAMI web tool was developed in collaboration with experimental wet-lab
researchers in the Cox Laboratory. The primary goal of the project was to provide a
centralized destination web tool for researchers investigating post-transcriptional
regulatory networks mediated via miRNAs in Drosophila. It was envisioned that a
significant part of research community would prefer an interactive real-time web tool
while others would prefer submitting a large volume of queries for a high volume
processing pipeline. Although the general goals of this project were quite clear, the
details of each and every feature available through this web tool were uncertain. It was
not clear how many of the desired features could be implemented within timeframe. For
that reason the interactive development approach was selected for this project. This
approach includes the cycle of some fundamental steps for software development
including design discussion, prioritization, development, testing, and feedback which
were iteratively preformed over the course of the project. In general, the interactive
approach performed very well for this kind of project.
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System Architecture
The MIAMI web interface has been developed on a platform that is consistent with the
BINF server at the Bioinformatics and Computational Biology division of the School of
Systems Biology at the Prince William Campus of George Mason University (GMU).
The following is brief description of primary components used for the MIAMI tool
development.
Database - Target databases have been developed using Miranda, Pita, TargetScan and
minoTar databases already available online. The data has been stored as a
MySQL database. The microarray database of Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) for Drosophila melanogaster are primarily from the Agilent and
Affymetrix platforms, and all expression data is log normalized.
Programs – The web page was generated using Perl – CGI. The design of webpage was
developed using CSS and HTML. R programs are used for various statistical
analyses. Perl CGI is a scripting programming language which works with
HTML and CSS code, as well as executes queries for MySQL and also
generates a pipeline between Perl and R. The data extraction and mining for
the GEO database has been done using Perl and Ruby.
Input data- Input for the query part is name of a given miRNA or mRNA provided by
textbox on query page. For the analysis part log normalized microarray
expression data is provided by the user as input on analysis web page.
Hyperlinks – On the output page, results are connected to various databases such as
EntrerzGene, miRNA2disease and miRecords. The output page also
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contains links for functional annotation, gene report and functional
classification for the first 400 predicted target genes via the DAVID tool.
Testing tools – Web pages are designed and tested on Adobe DreamWeaver. Perl
programs are tested on Eclipse and the BINF server. The entire project
was tested multiple times on the BINF server.
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RESULTS

The MIAMI web-tool allows users to (i) to retrieve and browse miRNA target
predictions for Drosophila miRNAs, using diﬀerent algorithms (PITA, miRanda and
TargetScan), with different combination of algorithms with Boolean operators, (ii)
perform various statistical analysis of mRNA and miRNA expression data (iii) visualize
networks of the highest confidence miRNA and mRNA interactions and ﬁnally and (iv)
retrieve information available in several public databases such as genes, miRNAs and
diseases and via scientiﬁc literature text-mining. (Fig.1)
MIAMI is divided into two sections: the query and the analyses which are
described in the following paragraph in detail. (Fig. 2)
Query
Using the query section users can search for target predictions of speciﬁc miRNAs or
group of miRNAs obtained through PITA (10), miRanda (11) or TargetScan (12) or
combinations of them. Target prediction algorithms have been selected according to their
different strategies: sequence similarity (miRanda), sequence similarity with conservation
(TargetScan) and sequence similarity with free energy minimization (PITA). The query
output is a table including, for all considered miRNAs, the list of predicted target genes
or transcripts with the diﬀerent prediction scores (Fig 5). The query output provides
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hyperlink allowing for functional enrichment analysis via the DAVID (8, 9) web tool on
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top 400 most probable functional miRNA-mRNA interactions. In particular, each gene is
linked to EntrezGene, miRNA2disease and miRecords (Fig 6, 7, 8).
Figure 2 shows the main page of the MIAMI web tool. Figure 3 shows the first
step of the query part where users can select algorithms depending upon scoring
strategies. Figure 4 shows the second step of the query. Here the user can decide the
Boolean combination for selected algorithms. Moreover, the user can also decide the
gene ID type to be entered for analysis such as FlyBase ID, gene symbol, transcript ID.
Figure 5 shows for the selected miRNA, the complete list of predicted targets is
given as list of predicted relationships, each hyperlinked to different databases such as
EntrezGene, miRNA2disease and miRecords.
This page also contains links for functional annotation, gene report and functional
classification for the first 400 genes via the DAVID tool. (Fig 6, 7, 8).
Analysis
The analysis part takes as input two sets of microarray expression data for the genome
and miRNAs. Users have to select the target prediction algorithm and statistical test to be
performed which include parametric (Pearson) correlation, Mutual Information, Distance
Correlation and Brownian Covariance. All statistical calculations are performed using R.
The miRNA and gene bipartite network is then rendered using Cytoscape Web, open
source network visualization tool (14). The complete list of signiﬁcant interactions can be
downloaded as a tab-delimited text ﬁle that can be imported into Excel for further
analysis.
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Figure 9 shows first step of the analysis section which is the same as the query
part where users have to select target prediction algorithms (miRanda, PITA, MinoTar
and TargetScan). In this example, PITA is selected.
Figure 10 shows the second step of the analysis. Users have to choose the appropriate
method and measure for the integrated analysis. In this example, Spearman correlation is
used to measure relatedness of miRNAs and genes expression profiles. For the last step,
users have to upload miRNA and genes expression profiling files with genes and
miRNAs in rows and samples on columns.
As a case study, we used mRNA and miRNA expression profiles derived from
specific subclasses of Drosophila neurons known as dendrite arborization (da) neurons
studied at the Cox Lab of the Krasnow Institute for Advanced Study. For the analysis
section, we used mRNA and miRNA expression profiles from the Cox lab and expression
profiles from the GEO database for Drosophila and performed the correlation methods
using R. A corresponding miRNA list for 57 out of 67 intergenic miRNAs were obtained
and the mRNA and miRNA were classified, according to the three da neuron subclasses
(Class I, III & IV). Three distinct statistical tests - Pearson correlation, Distance
Correlation and Brownian Covariance - were performed on these data to obtain a
relationship between the expression values of miRNA and mRNA. The results show the
miRNA and mRNA have significant intragenic relationships. The analysis was performed
by Ruby and graphical representation was done using ggplot2 package in R. (Fig 11).
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CONCLUSION

The analysis of miRNA-mRNA target prediction for Drosophila is not
straightforward, not only because of the limited number of web tools for Drosophila, but
also due to the “one to many” and “many to many” relationships that exist between
miRNA - mRNA. In addition, this type of integrated analysis requires tremendous
computational power. However, there is an extensive amount of experiments going on in
Drosophila for understanding the effects of these molecular components and to visualize
biological results such as FlyRNAi (16) and FlyChip (15). Currently, there is no existing
tool to study miRNA-mRNA interaction for Drosophila. MIAMI will provide this kind of
novel tool for extracting this data for a particular miRNA or group of miRNAs, and
thereby enable the study of miRNA-mRNA interactions using various analytical methods
that permit users to constructs miRNA-gene networks. Thus, MIAMI will serve as a
destination site for researchers working on investigating post-transcriptional regulatory
networks for Drosophila, independent of the specific biological process under
investigation.
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APPENDIX

The MIAMI web tool is used for getting miRNA-mRNA targets prediction. The
following perl CGI example demonstrates how target prediction performed by MIAMI
tool.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w
# File: PITA query
use CGI qw(:standard);
use CGI::Carp qw/fatalsToBrowser/;
use dbi;
use RPC2;
use Client;
my $flag;
print header;
print start_html('MIAMI');
use CGI;
my $cgi = new CGI;
if (not defined param())
{
#print h1('MIAMI');
print start_form;
print "ID type:";
print p;
print popup_menu(-name=>'key',-values=>['FlyBaseID','Gene
Symbol','Transcript ID']);
print p;
print "Enter miRNA name:";
print p;
print textfield('mirna');
print p;
print p;
#print "Upload expression file:";
#print br, filefield(-name=>'filename'), p;
print reset, submit('submit','Submit');
print end_form;
print hr;
}
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else
{
my @pita_mi;
my @pita_gid;
my @pita_m;
my @pita_score;
my @fbgn;
my @union= ();
my %pitah_gid;
my %pitah_score;
my $id = param('key');
my $var = param('mirna');
chomp $var;
my($pita_mi_ref,$pita_gid_ref,$pita_m_ref,$pita_score_ref)=Pita($
var);
@pita_mi = @$pita_mi_ref;
@pita_gid = @$pita_gid_ref;
@pita_m = @$pita_m_ref;
@pita_score = @$pita_score_ref;
@union = (@union,@pita_m);
for ( my $i = 0 ; $i <= ( scalar(@pita_m) - 1 ) ; $i++ ) {
$pitah_gid{ $pita_m[$i] } = $pita_mi[$i];
}
for ( my $i = 0 ; $i <= ( scalar(@pita_m) - 1 ) ; $i++ ) {
$pitah_score{ $pita_m[$i] } = $pita_score[$i];
}
my %hash
= map { $_ => 1 } @union;
my @unique = keys %hash;
Write($var,@unique);
R_call();
@fbgn = FBGN();
for ( my $i = 0 ; $i <= ( scalar(@unique) - 1 ) ; $i++ ) {
$fbgnh{ $unique[$i] } = $fbgn[$i];
}
Display_Results(\$var,\@unique,\%pitah_gid,\%pitah_score,\%fbgnh)
;
#CytoScape($var,@unique);
}
######################################## PITA ########################
sub Pita
{
my ($var)=@_;
#my $var1 = $$var;
#print $$var, "inside sub";
#my @name_arr;
my @mrna_name1;
my @mirna_name1;
my @gene_id1;
my @score_val1;
my $db='sbhatta3';
my $host='binf.gmu.edu';
my $user='sbhatta3';
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my $password='sbhatta36746';
my $dbh = DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:database=$db;host=$host",$user,
$password, {PrintError=>1,RaiseError => 1});
my $query_sth=$dbh->prepare("select
distinct(a.Name),b.geneid,a.microRNA,a.score from PITA_target_3_0 as a,
Miranda as b where a.Name=b.mRNAgenesymb and a.microRNA=b.microRNAname
and a.microRNA=?");
$query_sth->execute($var);
while (my @row = $query_sth->fetchrow_array())
{
my ($mrna1,$mirna1,$gene1,$score1) = @row;
#print "$mrna1\n";
push(@mrna_name1,$mrna1);
push(@mirna_name1,$mirna1);
push(@gene_id1,$gene1);
push(@score_val1,$score);
}
my $query_sth=$dbh->prepare("select
distinct(c.Name),d.geneid,c.microRNA,c.score from PITA_target_3_15 as
c, Miranda as d where c.Name=d.mRNAgenesymb and
c.microRNA=d.microRNAname and c.microRNA=?");
$query_sth->execute($var);
while (my @row = $query_sth->fetchrow_array())
{
my ($mrna2,$mirna2,$gene2,$score2) = @row;
#print "$mrna2\n";
push(@mrna_name1,$mrna2);
push(@mirna_name1,$mirna2);
push(@gene_id1,$gene2);
push(@score_val1,$score2);
}
$query_sth->finish();
# when you're done with the database:
$dbh->disconnect();
#print "@score_val1\n";
return (\@mirna_name1,\@gene_id1,\@mrna_name1,\@score_val1);
}
############################# Display-Results ########################
sub Display_Results
{
my
($var_ref,$unique_ref,$pitah_gid_ref,$pitah_score_ref,$fbgnh_ref) = @_;
my $var = $$var_ref;
my @unique = @$unique_ref;
my %pitah_gid = %$pitah_gid_ref;
my %pitah_score = %$pitah_score_ref;
my %fbgnh = %$fbgnh_ref;
my $bgcol = "";
#print $var;
my %sor;
for ( my $i = 0 ; $i <= ( scalar(@unique) - 1 ) ; $i++ )
{
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$sor{ $unique[$i] } =
(($pitah_score{$unique[$i]}+100)*.001);
}
my @sorted = sort { $sor{$b} cmp $sor{$a} } keys %sor;
print<<'
HTML';
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta name="keywords" content="" />
<meta name="description" content="" />
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>MIAMI</title>
<link href="style.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen"
/>
<style type="text/css">
<!-/*
#CSS code
####### CSS code removed form this program because of length####
</div>
</body>
</html>
HTML
my @david;
for (my $u=0;$u<=400;$u++){
push(@david,$pitah_gid{$sorted[$u]});
}
print qq(<tr bgcolor = "#303030">);
print qq(<tr bgcolor = "#303030"><td align="left"><font
size="3"color = "black"><a
href="http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/api.jsp?type=ENTREZ_GENE_ID&ids=@da
vid&tool=summary"target="_blank">Functional Annotation of 1st
400</a></font></td></tr>);
print qq(<tr bgcolor = "#303030"><td align="left"><font
size="3"color = "black"><a
href="http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/api.jsp?type=ENTREZ_GENE_ID&ids=@da
vid&tool=geneReportFull"target="_blank">Gene Report of 1st
400</a></font></td></tr>);
print qq(<tr bgcolor = "#303030"><td align="left"><font
size="3"color = "black"><a
href="http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/api.jsp?type=ENTREZ_GENE_ID&ids=@da
vid&tool=gene2gene"target="_blank">Functional Classification of 1st
400</a></font></td></tr>);
print qq(<table class="sortable-onload-3-reverse rowstyle-alt noarrow" align="center" border="0.2" width="90%">);
print qq(<thead>);
print qq(<th align="center"><font size="3"color =
"white"><b>miRNA</b></font></th>);
print qq(<th align="center"><font size="3"color =
"white"><b>Target mRNA</b></font></th>);
print qq(<th align="center"><font size="3"color = "white"><b>Gene
ID</b></font></th>);
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print qq(<th align="center"><font size="3"color =
"white"><b>FBGN</b></font></th>);
print qq(<th class="sortable-numeric fd-column5"align="center"><font size="3"color = "white"><b>PITA
Score</b></font></th>);
print qq(</tr>);
print qq(</thead>);
print qq(<tbody>);
for (my $j=0;$j<=scalar(@sorted);$j++)
{
if (defined($pitah_score{$sorted[$j]}))
{}
else {$pitah_score{$sorted[$j]} = '-';}
if (defined($mirandah_score{$sorted[$j]}))
{}
else {$mirandah_score{$sorted[$j]} = '-';}
$bgcol = ($bgcol eq "ffffff")?"e0e0e0":"ffffff";
print qq(<tr bgcolor = "#$bgcol">);
print qq(<td align="center"><font size="2.5"color =
"black"><a href="http://www.mirbase.org/cgibin/mirna_entry.pl?acc=$var"target="_blank">$var</a></font></td>);
print qq(<td align="center"><font size="2.5"color =
"black"><a
href="http://flybase.org/reports/$fbgnh{$sorted[$j]}.html"target="_blan
k">$sorted[$j]</a></font></td>);
print qq(<td align="center"><font size="2.5"color =
"black"><a
href="http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=gene&cmd=Retrieve&dop
t=Graphics&list_uids=$pitah_gid{$sorted[$j]}"target="_blank">$pitah_gid
{$sorted[$j]}</a></font></td>);
print qq(<td align="center"><font size="2.5"color =
"black">$fbgnh{$sorted[$j]}</font></td>);
print qq(<td align="center"><font size="2.5"color =
"black"width="10%">$pitah_score{$sorted[$j]}</font></td>);
print qq(</tr>);
}
print qq(</tbody></table>);
}

######################################## write#######################
sub Write
{
my ($var,@unique) = @_;
open (MYFILE, '>data.txt');
#print MYFILE $var;
for($i = 0; $i<scalar(@unique); $i++)
{
print MYFILE "$unique[$i]";
print MYFILE "\n";
}
close (MYFILE);
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}
################################ R_call ##############################
sub R_call
{
my $status = system("R CMD BATCH --vanilla gene_convert_v1.R");
#print $status;
}
################################# FBGN ###############################
sub FBGN
{
my @fbgn;
open (MYFILE, 'pids.txt');
while (my $line = <MYFILE>)
{
chomp $line;
if ($line =~ /^dme/)
{ }
else
{
$line =~ /.*\s[A-Z]*(.*)/g;
$t = "FBgn$1";
push(@fbgn,$t);
}
}
return @fbgn;
}
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